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President’s Report- Sandy
Greetings CAMC. July is upon us and the paintbrush is in full bloom. Calypso orchids are out and
so are Red Deer hikers. We have been hiking over creeks and rocks, up slab and down scree,
through the trees and under a few wind-fallen ones too. The trips have been well attended,
thanks for supporting your club.
The Chix in the Stix hiked Wind Tower, the Mountain Men tried to get on Rhonda. (I heard that
although there were many stories and jokes shared on the Mountain Men trip to Peyto Hut, not
one of them was politically correct.)
Call the trip leaders for the hikes you want to join, see you on the trails.
Sandy

Next CAMC General Meeting will be Wednesday September 9 at
Kerrywood Nature Centre @ 7:30 pm.
Presentation for September Meeting is: our own Maureen McCall
"What To Know Before You Go: Travel Health Advice for Exotic and Adventure Travelers"
My brief bio: Dr. Maureen McCall is a family physician with international health and travel health
credentials and personal experience. She and Dr Peter Mah will soon be offering a travel health
clinic out of the Associate Clinic offering pre-travel advice on preventative measures, risk
assessment of various travel-related health risks, provision of prescription medications and
vaccinations and post-travel follow-up. The clinic will likely be open by late summer 2009.
Maureen will review common health risks associated with travel to the tropics and remote
locations and especially with adventure travel such as high altitude and jungle trekking and water
sports such as kayaking, diving and sailing. She has travelled, worked and played (and
personally experienced many travel-related illnesses!) in Bangladesh, Nepal, Tibet, Indonesia,
Laos, Uganda, Central America and the Caribbean.

Thanks to Bertha for this info for Oct 09.

Steve Herrero, internationally known bear expert, will be speaking at
the Margaret Parson's Theatre, Red Deer College, RD AB on
Thursday Oct 22 at 7:30 PM.
This event is by ticket only. Tickets are free on a first come basis and will be
available in September. Availability and location for pickup will be announced
later.

CAMC Treasurers Report
10 June – 02 July 2009
10 June 2009 Balance
3914.34
Expenses

77.50
2305.38

Kerrywood Nature Center
Satellite Phone

90.00

Membership Dues

-2382.88
Income

+90.00
Balance
10 June 2009
1621.46
Membership: We registered 8 new members over the past few weeks bringing our total
membership to 84.

**Gentle Reminder-when meeting for carpools for hikes, please make
sure you are gassed up, coffeed up and ready to go at the time specified.
This way others that are meeting the group along the way or at the
Trailhead are not left waiting and we are all on time. Thank you.**

TRIP REPORTS and PICTURES
Picture from Wasootch Ridge (May 16, 2009)
My apologies to Gord as I missed this for the June newsletter

Just a little bit farther. – Wasootch Ridge

Mt Kidd / Hummingbird Plume Lookouts-submitted by Dana
Hike Date Saturday June 13, 2009
The day could not have started out nicer. The weather was forecasted to be
beautiful and it was. The group met at the Tim Horton’s parking lot, drew straws for who
was going to drive, and was off by 6:45. We all met up again at the Kananaskis
Information Center before proceeding to the Kananaskis Conference center parking lot.
A quick note the Kananaskis information center is a great place to park if you are
interested in cycling through the mountains. Several groups were starting out as we
arrived.
By 9:15am the group was ready to head up Mt. Kidd to the look out, led by Jack
Burns. A quick thanks goes out to Jack for selecting these hikes.
The first hike of the day, Mt. Kidd started out with a gentle walk through the trees
with no real grade. As we began the hike Jack explained what could be encountered for
wildlife in the area and what to do if the group encountered any. The gentle walk ended
as soon as it began since the first person to walk this path didn’t know what a switch back
was. The group quickly spread out as the ascent of the mountain began.
The best part of the day was the trip down when I saw a cougar. Figure 1 shows
the cougar. If you squint and try to cross your eyes I swear you can see it in the picture.
This picture just proves how difficult it is to see a cougar in the wild. Anyway three other

people saw the cougar, so I have proof that I was not making it up. Just in case you are
curious, I am referring to the four legged predator not the two legged!

Figure 1 Cougar

Know one remembered to take a group photo at the top or for that matter at the
bottom so this picture shows just me at the summit.

Dana on the top

Exshaw Pass- June 20, 2009
Led by Jack Burns. This hike was 25 kms with 9 hikers. It had lots of stream crossings
and the grunt was at the end to the pass. A great day for a hike, long and exhausting, but
good views and worth doing. Thanks Jack

Exshaw pass pictures – submitted by Jack

Exshaw pass

HIKE: Chix in the Stix “Wind Tower” June 27– submitted by Kathy
Rookie's Experience in the Rockies
I have a bucket list. Climbing to the summit of a mountain, any
mountain is on this list. That is what brought me to the Red Deer
Hiking Club.
Little did I know that just by joining the club, (nominal membership
fee and a "release from injury form" that would shake any rookie's
confidence) I would be given the privilege of writing this "Rookie's"
summary of Chix in the Stix weekend in Beautiful Canmore, Alberta.
A couple of the experienced hikers provided me with a list of
necessities needed for our Saturday hike up Wind Tower, the 10
kilometre hike that gains approximately 1,000 metres in elevation.
Sandy, our Trip Leader and gracious host assured me that setting goals,
having the right equipment and a good mental attitude would get us all
to the summit.
When our diverse group of 12 hikers arrived at the base of the mountain
on Day one, I was set. With new hiking boots, new walking poles, new
wind breaker, new hiking pants, I had the look. The Chix in the Stix
proceeded to show me the summit we were aspiring to. I was "gob
smacked", and I quickly came to realization that while proper fitting
gear is essential, determination, confidence, mental attitude, and the
incredible fitness level of these women gave them a lot more than just
"the look".
The confidence and encouragement given by the experienced hikers gave
us all the strength to push our limits, whether it was a personal best
time, or simply overcoming mental and physical fatigue. I arrived at
the top of Wind Tower with an experienced hiker behind me, encouraging,
waiting, and pushing me forward one switch back at a time. With an
exhilarating wind and a view from the summit that included Three
Sisters, Lougheed, and the tip of Mount Assiniboine some of the
experienced hikers cheered, took pictures, and captured the moment of
all of the" Rookie's in the Rockies" as we reached the summit.
Day two was a hike to Galatea Lakes in Kananaskis Country. This 15
kilometre round trip hike starts with a suspension bridge and then
winds onto ridges, past beautiful creeks, crosses numerous foot
bridges, and continues up to a spectacular emerald green lake. Part of
the group had lunch by the lake, and others, the more experienced and
ambitious, went onward and upward to the second higher lake reporting
that it was still ice covered.
Everyone has an impact on short-term and long-term success. While the
12 women from Chix in The Stix all had personal agendas and goals, it
was truly a team effort. If you think you are too small to have an
impact, try going to bed with a mosquito in the room! Thank you to
everyone that had an impact on this journey.
In Health and Wellness,
A humble but very happy "Rookie Hiker" with used equipment.

Wind Tower-submitted by Peggy

Pic submitted by Carmelle
Heart Creek Trail submitted by Carmelle
Sunday, June 28th – 2009

Since the 3 of us were travelling together anyways; Maureen, Marilyn and Carmelle, it
worked out really well that we were happy to do the same thing on Sunday. We
started out the day with a lovely stroll around the Quarry pond. Heading up towards
the Nordic Center, on the left hand side there is a parking lot and a lovely pond where
folks can swim, picnic, and let the dogs run free. It was a glorious morning. Across
the road from the parking lot (we were informed by the gal at the tourist information
center) that there were hidden falls down this short trail. So we decided to check it
out. We were not disappointed. A short walk down some steps brings you to a lush
scene with double waterfalls. This was a great photo opportunity.
The three of us took in a few shops in Canmore for a bit before we drove to
the Heart Creek Trailhead. Since some of us wanted to be back in Red Deer before
supper, we opted for a shorter hike than the rest of the group were doing. Plus we
were fairly tuckered out.
I am sure many of you have walked up the Heart Creek Trail. The parking lot
for the trail start is well marked off Hwy 1 across from the LaFarge plant at Lac Des
Arc. It is a lovely stroll. You have very little elevation gain and it is short – barely 2
kms just like the maps say. On the way up you cross over 5 foot bridges. We stopped
along the way to watch many climbers practice their techniques on the rock walls.
Great day for climbing.
Then you come to the end of the trail where the 2 mountain walls meet. You
can hear the water falls, but by the way the rock walls cross in front of each other,
you cannot see them. I even climbed up a rock bank hoping to get a view, but no
luck.
If you have relatives in town, and want to do a short, easy hike, this is perfect.
Even for kids. They would enjoy it.
Heart Mountain, just beside the creek trail, now, that is another story.
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Other articles of interest submitted:
Picking the right backpack.
Presented by Del Raivio at the Trip Leaders course:
1. Suitability

- Identify your needs

a. Size. What volume of pack should you choose? Day packs are typically 30 - 40 litres.
Most backpacking trips of up to a week can be done with packs between 50 - 80 litres. For trips of
more than a week or winter overnight trips, a pack in excess 80 litres may be needed.
Be sure to choose a pack that is just large enough to carry all of your gear, food and your
share of the group gear. Avoid a pack that is larger than you need, or you may be tempted to fill it
with gear that you may not need. Conversely the load of an under filled pack may shift causing a
loss of balance.
b. Season or Terrain of intended use. Will you need a pack that is waterproof? If you hike
in rough terrain you may need a pack made with a tough tear resistant material.
c. Special features. If you need to carry gear such as crampons or an ice axe many
packs have sturdy compartments or gear loops. Sewn on daisy chains are a good feature if you
want to lash on a rain jacket or gear that you need close at hand. A removable top that doubles
as a day pack is a popular option. A word on hydration; be sure to choose a bag that has a pouch
for a bladder or pockets for bottles.
d. Quality. I recommend buying the best quality pack that you can afford. Think of it as a
long term investment. Be careful though, because price doesn't equal quality.
e. Versatility. Remember no one pack is ideal for all uses. You may be better off buying
two packs each suited for an intended purpose, than one that is not.
2. Type

- There are two main types of backpacks.

a. External frame, which have a rigid frame to which the bag and straps attach. These are
not as common for reasons that we will not get into here.
b. Internal frame, which often have a complete suspension system attached directly to
the bag and rigid or semi-flexible stays that help the pack keep its shape. These packs are
usually the best choice for backcountry trips because they hug and move with your body and offer
excellent load control and stability.
3. Fit & Comfort - This should be your primary consideration when choosing a backpack because
an uncomfortable, ill-fitting bag has the potential to ruin your trip and possibly that of the entire
group. Some things to be aware of when fitting a pack are;
a. Torso or back length. The pack should first be properly adjusted for your torso. This is
measured as the distance between the iliac crest and the C7 vertebra. This important adjustment
relates to the distance between the hip belt and shoulder straps.
b. Hip belt. Be sure the hip belt has ample padding so the belt webbing doesn't create
any pressure points. The hip belt should be centered on your hip bone, not your hips or waist.
The hip belt transfers most of the weight of the load directly to your legs.

c. Shoulder straps. The shoulder straps should also have ample padding so that it
doesn't put undue pressure on the shoulders or collar bone. They are responsible for balancing
the load.
d. Stabilizer straps & sternum strap. These straps hold the pack close to your body and
keep it stable while allowing it to move with you.
e.Frame stays. Some packs with metal frame stays can be custom bent to match your
body contour for an even better fit.
When shopping for a pack give yourself plenty of time. Have the store staff help adjust
the pack a proper fit, and then place weight in the pack so you know how it feels when loaded.
Spend time walking around the store with each pack. A pack that feels good when you put it on
may not feel good after wearing it for some time. Try on as many packs as you need to find the
best fit.
4. Fashion
- If at this point, you have more than one suitable pack to choose from, just pick
the pretty one and get out hiking already.

Outfitter Steps Up
KEEN CANADA WILL DONATE $5.00 TO DEVELOP TRAILS IN CANADA
FOR EVERY ACCEPTABLE PHOTO RECEIVED.
Raising money for the trail systems in Central Alberta is as simple as slipping into your
hiking boots, sneakers or sandals, taking a photo and sending it to the Central Alberta
Regional Trails Society. The society is collecting photographs via e-mail to send into
Keen Canada. For every photo of feet clad in shoes on a trail, the Canadian outdoor
outfitter will donate $5.00 to develop trails in Canada.
“It’s just a small way that you can make a difference.” Said Debbie Olsen, president of
the Central Alberta Regional Trails Society. CARTS is not-for-profit society that has
provided information and support on recreational trail development locally for close to a
decade.
Olsen said a family of four taking a picture and sending it in would raise $20.00. “If they
enjoy the trails then why not do this small thing to give back?” She is hoping people at
many of the walkathons along the local trails this summer will consider taking photos of
their feet and sending them in so they can help two causes at once. There are up to 10
people allowed in each photograph. If a group of 100 walkers sent in 10 groups of 10 it
would mean $500.00 in funding. Keen Canada will send the money that is raised to
Alberta Trail Net.
Olsen is hoping if they keep track of the number of local feet photos going in that they
will reap the full benefits of the funding. Hikers and walkers can send their pictures to
info@centralalbertatrails.org until October 31/09.
CARTS got started with the project Saturday during its Trails Day and annual general
meeting held at Kerry Wood Nature Centre. Olsen said they collected around 15 pictures
of feet.
Keen Canada will give up to $75,000 towards the project across Canada. The money can
be used for trail construction or stewardship, as well as volunteer programs.

